Abstract. Image reconstruction from a fiducial collection of scale space interest points and attributes (e.g. in terms of image derivatives) can be used to make the amount of information contained in them explicit. Previous work by various authors includes both linear and non-linear image reconstruction schemes. In this paper, the authors present new results on image reconstruction using a top point representation of an image.A hierarchical ordering of top points based on a stability measure is presented, comparable to feature strength presented in various other works. By taking this into account our results show improved reconstructions from top points compared to previous work. The proposed top point representation is compared with previously proposed representations based on alternative feature sets, such as blobs using two reconstruction schemes (one linear, one non-linear). The stability of the reconstruction from the proposed top point representation under noise is also considered.
Introduction
Nielsen, Lillholm and Griffin presented a linear minimal variance reconstruction scheme to reconstruct an image given a set of scale space interest points and the local N-jet in those points [7, 5] . Based on that reconstruction algorithm, Kanters et al. [3] presented a closed form solution for the Gram matrix of that linear framework. The prior used in these linear frameworks is however not sufficient to create visually attractive reconstructions if not enough constraints are used. To overcome this problem Nielsen and Lillholm proposed a prior based on natural image statistics, the Brownian reconstruction [7, 5] . Recently a generalization of the linear reconstruction framework is proposed by Janssen et al. which -in a different way -also tries to overcome this problem while maintaining linearity [2] .
These algorithms have been used with various feature points (collections of scale space interest points as input for the reconstruction algorithm), but only very little results are presented using so-called top points. In this paper, we present new results in reconstructions from top points using the Brownian reconstruction algorithm as well as the reconstruction scheme proposed by Janssen. Reconstructions from top points are compared with results obtained from previously proposed image representations based on alternative feature sets such as blobs [6] in section 4. Furthermore, a hierarchical ordering of top points is introduced in section 3, based on a stability measure. Lillholm and Nielsen showed that for blobs it makes sense to use an ordering by feature strength for reconstruction, to select the most salient feature points [5] . In section 4, we present results comparing our ordering of top points with the ordering of blobs by feature strength. Finally the stability of the reconstruction from top points is considered in section 4.
Reconstruction Schemes
To reconstruct an image from a set of points and measurements in these points, two different reconstruction schemes are used. These schemes are projections on the intersection of a set of measurement filters. Both methods try to minimize an "energy" function while maintaining the same measurements in the points of the reconstructed image (constraints). The first method is proposed by Lillholm and Nielsen [5] and minimizes a global property while the second method proposed by Janssen et. al. [2] uses a more general inner product to calculate the measurements and minimizes the norm of that inner product space.
For the first method a measurement c i in a certain point i is defined as an L 2 inner product between a given filter φ i and the original image I:
The following functional should be minimized to get the reconstructionÎ:
where Ψ is some prior which should be minimized and the other terms are the constraints. For the remainder of this paper we use a prior known as the Tikhonov regularizer [9] which results in:
This prior is based on a Brownian motion image model and therefore the reconstruction is referred to as Brownian reconstruction. The solutionÎ of this non linear minimization problem is found using an iterative algorithm, cf. Lillholm and Nielsen [5] .
For the second method the definition of the inner product is generalized. For a positive, symmetric operator A we can define the inner product:
Given a filter ψ i and minimizing the norm of the A-inner product space, the functional to minimize becomes:
Note that ψ i is chosen in such a way that:
The solution I of this linear minimization problem boils down to an orthogonal projection on the intersection of the measurement filters, cf. Janssen et al. [2] . For the remainder of this paper, the definition of A proposed by Janssen et al. is used:
Which results in minimizing:
In which again the Tikhonov regularizer can be identified, among with another term in the prior. Note that there is a free parameter γ which has an optimum value dependent on the image, number of points and reconstruction order [2] . Since the reconstruction scheme is based on a Sobolev type inner product it is referred to as a STIP (Sobolev Type Inner Product) reconstruction for the remainder of this paper. Both reconstruction methods try to "complete" the reconstructed image in areas where no constraints are present by some regularization. However, the first method minimizes a global constraint and is implemented in an iterative way (but with a nice statistical background for the prior) while the second method uses an alternative inner product which results in a linear system.
Feature Points and Their Feature Strength
This section describes the various feature points used for image reconstruction with the previously described algorithms. Note that in principle every point in scale space can be used but it is shown by various authors that some feature points are more suitable than others [5, 3] .
Blobs. The first feature points used in this paper are blobs as proposed by Lindeberg [6] . Blobs have been successfully used as feature points in the work by Nielsen and Lillholm [7] . They are defined by:
The feature strength of blobs is defined as: |∆I|.
Top Points. Top points have previously been used as feature points in work by various authors [7, 5, 3] . A top point is a critical point at which the determinant of the Hessian is zero:
Defining the feature strength of a top point is not as straight forward as defining it for blobs. We assume that feature strength can be linked to the stability of a top point.
Instabilities of critical points arise in areas in the image that consist of almost constant intensity (genericity implies that flat plateaux do not occur in the image). On the other hand, critical points are more stable in an area with structure. The amount of structure contained in a spatial area around a critical point can be quantified by the total (quadratic) variation (TV) norm over that area [1] . By using a spatial Taylor series around a considered critical point the TV-norm simplifies to Eqn. (10) which is referred to as the differential TV-norm [8] .
in which H denotes the Hessian matrix and σ denotes the scale at which the stability of the critical point, or top point in this context, is calculated. Besides the top points of the original image, top points of the gradient magnitude of the image, the Laplacian of the image or higher order differential invariants of the image also yield sparse sets of points in scale space. These can also be used as feature point sets for our reconstruction algorithms.
Scale Space Saddle Points. Scale space saddle points are critical points in scale space, for which not only the spatial derivatives, but also the scale derivative is zero:
Scale space saddle points have been used for (pre)segmentation by Kuiper and Florack [4] . Since they are critical points just like the top points, the same measure of stability, Eqn. (10), can be used. Figure 1 shows all the different points for an image of Lena's eye projected on the original image. In each feature point a number of measurements can be used to constrain the reconstruction. In this paper, we use measurements in the form of an inner product of the image with a derivative of a Gaussian filter, resulting in a derivative of the image at a certain spatial position and scale. Since the image can be locally well described by a Taylor expansion, a natural choice of measurements is the local N-jet (Complete set of derivatives from 0-th order up to N-th order) in each feature point. 
Experimental Results
Experiments are done only using two images. The first one is a sub image of the famous Lena image and has dimensions of 64x64 pixels. The second image is a magnetic resonance image of the human brain with dimensions of 128x128 pixels. This image has a large homogeneous black background and therefore is not considered a generic image. It is, however, a real life image and for future medical applications it is important to investigate reconstructions of this image. Figure 2 shows the two images. In all cases up to fourth order derivatives (4-jet) were used as measurements in each point unless stated differently. Note that for real quantitative conclusions the experiments should be run on a larger number of different images. 
Ordering of the Feature Points
The first experiment is to show the influence of the ordering of the feature points on the reconstruction quality. To measure the reconstruction quality the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) is used on the normalized images:
with I the original image,Î the reconstructed image and M and N the dimensions of the images. Reconstructions were done from top points, ordered by their differential TV norm and from blobs, ordered by their feature strength using both reconstruction algorithms. Figure 3 shows the resulting RMSE for the lena image. Figure 4 shows some examples of the reconstructions for the lena64 image. For the STIP reconstruction γ = 32 is used. In general one can observe that the brownian reconstructions outperform the STIP reconstructions both in terms of RMSE as well as visually. Comparing reconstructions from a low number of feature points a human observer would prefer reconstructions from top points, since more visually attractive information is present. However, a large clear geometric feature is missing (The ridge to the left of the eye), which is present in the blob reconstruction. The RMSE for the Brownian reconstruction shows almost no difference between the top points and the blobs for a low number of points since apparently the same amount of information is missing. This shows that in case of different feature points the RMSE does not always reflect the visual quality of the reconstruction. For The top row is reconstructed from top points using STIP reconstruction, The second row is reconstructed from blob points using STIP reconstruction, the third and fourth row are reconstructions using Brownian reconstruction from the same number of resp. top points and blobs. The columns from left to right show reconstructions from resp. 19,31,39,51 and 63 feature points a higher number of feature points the top points are outperformed by the blobs both in RMSE as visually. From figure 4 one can conclude that the ordering of the top points is performing well. The reconstruction from the 20 most stable top points is visually very close to the reconstruction from all 63 top points, which is not the case for the blobs. The experiment is repeated for the MR128 image. Figure 5 shows the resulting RMSE for the MR128 image and figure 6 shows some examples of the reconstructions for the MR128 image. Again for a low number of feature points the top points seem to perform better than blobs in terms of visual quality, while for a high number of feature points it is the other way around. Both reconstruction methods have a slightly higher RMSE due to intensity "leakage" into the black background which can also be seen in figure  6 . As can be expected this problem is less present in the STIP reconstruction, since it is suppressed by the first term of Eqn. (7). Also from figure 6 one can conclude that the ordering of top points is performing well since most of the visually interesting image information is present in the reconstruction from the 55 most stable top points.
Robustness of the Reconstruction from Top Points
An experiment is done to investigate the robustness of the reconstruction from top points under noise. This experiment is to simulate detection errors by adding random noise to the position of the top points after detection but before calculating the measurements. Figure  7 shows the RMSE for noise on the top point positions up to 2 pixels for reconstructions from resp. 20, 30 and 40 top points (ordered by their feature strength). All reconstructions were made using the STIP algorithm with γ = 32 using up to second order derivatives. Figure 8 shows some examples of the experiments done with 30 points. Figure 7 shows that for a small perturbation on the top point positions, the RMSE does not change much, which is also reflected in the visual quality of the images in figure  8 . For perturbations up to 2 pixels the RMSE stays below 0.09 and the visual quality of the reconstructions is still very reasonable. From figure 7 one can also conclude that for small perturbations reconstructions from 20 points have a slightly higher RMSE than reconstructions from 30 or 40 points, as expected. However, the reconstructions from 20 points have an almost constant RMSE up to perturbations of 1 pixel, while reconstructions from 30 or 40 points only have a constant RMSE for perturbations up to approximately 0.6 pixels. This shows that the proposed ordering is strongly related to the stability of the points. Note that in some cases the random noise on the position can result in near dependant equations, which can result in some artefacts as is shown in figure 8 . Also note that there seems to be a local maximum in the RMSE for perturbations of approximately 1-1.25 pixels. This is related to the spatial distribution of the top points in the image and the previously mentioned problem of dependant equations.
Influence of Points Used for the Reconstruction
This experiment is to compare reconstructions from different feature points. Table 1 shows the results. The first two columns show reconstructions using the Brownian reconstruction, the last two columns show reconstructions using the STIP reconstruction. For the blobs, the points with the highest feature strength were used. For the top points The top row is reconstructed from top points using STIP reconstruction, The second row is reconstructed from blob points using STIP reconstruction, the third and fourth row are reconstructions using Brownian reconstruction from the same number of resp. top points and blobs. The columns from left to right show reconstructions from resp. 55,86,117,128 and 155 feature points of I and the scale space saddles 1 the points with the highest differential TV norm were used. For all combinations of top points taken from the image and its derived differential invariants an equal number of points was taken from each separate (ordered) point set.
The first two rows show again that for a low number of feature points, the reconstructions from top points are visually more appealing, while for a large number of feature points the reconstructions from blobs are visually more appealing. Scale space saddles do not perform very well as feature points compared to blobs or top points. For a very low number of feature points they do however seem to contain some more detailed image information than blobs. Adding top points of the gradient magnitude to the top points of the intensity does not seem to add much information, but adding top points of the Laplacian of the image does seem to add extra information. This combination even seems to slightly outperform the reconstruction from blobs only. An important conclusion is that in cases where different feature points complement each other the visual reconstruction quality can be improved. It is however not trivial to find complementing sets and ways to combine those sets. In general one can again conclude that the Brownian reconstruction outperforms the STIP reconstruction.
Conclusions and Discussion
We have presented new results of reconstructions from top points using a recently proposed linear reconstruction algorithm as well as a previously proposed non linear reconstruction scheme. Furthermore, we have presented a hierarchical ordering of top points using a stability measure, which can be compared to feature strength in previously proposed work. Using this ordering our results show improved reconstructions from top points compared to previously presented reconstructions from top points. The ordering also shows that most of the information in the top points is contained in a very limited number of points. Our results also show that the linear reconstruction is outperformed by the non linear one, but the first one is because of its linearity less cumbersome to implement. It is also shown that adding top points of the Laplacian of the image to the top points of the intensity increases reconstruction quality.
Since the presented results are based on only two images, future work will include reconstructions with a larger number of images. Furthermore, we concluded that complementing sets of feature points can greatly improve the reconstruction quality. It is however not trivial to find such sets and ways to combine them and further research will be necessary to find such sets.
